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Regional Plan Review Committee 

REPORTING TO: Waikato Regional Council 

CONSTITUTION: 

Six (6) Councillors, one of which shall be the chair of the Committee 

Council’s Chair is appointed as an ex-officio member 

Six (6) representatives, appointed by each entity, one (1) from each: 
 Te Arawa River Iwi Trust
 Tūwharetoa Maori Trust Board
 Raukawa Charitable Trust
 Maniapoto Māori Trust Board
 Waikato Raupatu River Trust
 Pare Hauraki (Hauraki Collective)

Iwi representatives are to be nominated by the relevant iwi and confirmed by 
Council.  Iwi representatives need not be Trustees.  

DURATION 

Up until the point of public notification of the last plan change relating to the review 
of the Operative Waikato Regional Plan and Operative regional Coastal Plan. In 
accordance with Schedule 7 Clause 30(7) of the Local Government Act 2002, this 
committee is not deemed to be discharged following each triennial election.    

This Committee will be reconstituted, with membership of elected members re-
confirmed, following each Council Triennium election. 

ALTERNATES Tidy up the linkage with the resolutions   

QUORUM: Six (6) made up of three (3) Councillors and three (3) Iwi representatives. 

MEETING 
FREQUENCY: 

Bi-monthly or as required. 

OBJECTIVE: 
To provide governance oversight of the review the Operative Waikato Regional 
Coastal Plan and Operative Waikato Regional and to recommend plan changes to 
Council for notification. 

SCOPE OF ACTIVITY: 

In scope 
1. Review of the Operative Waikato Regional Coastal Plan and Operative Waikato Regional Plan

change(s), up to the point of recommendation to notify plan change(s) to Council.
2. Consideration of s32 Resource Management Act evaluation report(s) in support of changes to

the regional plans.
3. Ensure that legislative obligations and limitations, statutory obligations and limitations, and

national directions relating to the review are taken into account and complied with.

Out of Scope 
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4. The scope of the committee does not include:
a. Matters relating to Plan Change 1, Healthy Rivers Wai Ora plan change relating to the

Waikato and Waipa Rivers.
b. Matters affecting Taupō Waters, as defined in the Tūwharetoa-WRC Joint Management

Agreement. (Plan review “matters affecting Taupō Waters” will be deferred by the Plan
Review Committee to the Tūwharetoa-WRC co-governance committee) Council notes
that the scope of matters defined in ‘Taupo Waters’ will be brought back to Council for
endorsement.

c. Any part of the RMA process past the point of public notification of each particular topic,
plan change, phase, or package of reviewed provisions.

d. Approval of plans and plan changes. (Approval of matters falling within the Coastal
Marine Area rests with the Minister of Conservation.  Approval of all other plan review
matters rests with full Council).

e. Operational, management or project decisions relating to the day–to-day project
management of the plan review process, including operational time, scope and budget.

f. Matters relating to Treaty Settlement negotiations.
g. For the avoidance of doubt, Transfer of powers in respect of S33 of the Resource

Management Act 1991

POWER TO ACT: 
5. Each member of the committee as a collective is empowered to:

a. Receive reports and presentations on the matters set out in the Scope of Activity.
b. Establish Plan Review Working Group(s) on a case by case basis, if required, and determine

meeting frequency of the working groups, and membership (refer Appendix 1 for template
Terms of Reference).

POWER TO RECOMMEND: 
6. Each member of the committee as a collective is empowered to recommend to Council,

changes to the operative Waikato Regional Coastal Plan and Waikato Regional Plan.

PROCEDURAL PRINCIPLES: 
7. Council Standing Orders apply to this Committee.
8. Pursuant to s18A of the Resource Management Act 1991, the committee shall take all

practicable steps to:
a. use timely, efficient, consistent and cost-effective process that are proportionate to the

functions or powers being performed or exercised
b. ensure that regional plan changes

i. include only those matters relevant to the purpose of the Resource
Management Act

ii. are worded in a way that is clear and concise.

9. These Terms of Reference do not preclude iwi members from seeking direction from their
Boards, or having discussions on topics of interest direct with Council

Additional matters to insert: 
Council’s standard dispute resolution clauses for Committees 
Project timeline  
Clarity on expectations on alternates 
Costs lie where they fall 
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Report to Regional Plan Review Committee 

Date: 8 May 2019 

Author:  Tony Quickfall, Manager Policy 

Authoriser: Tracey May, Director Science and Strategy 

Subject: Establishment of Regional Plan Review Committee 

Section: B (For recommendation to Council) 

Purpose 
1. To confirm the operational establishment of the Regional Plan Review Committee (RPRC), Council’s

standing orders and the draft Terms of reference.

Executive Summary 
2. On February 8, Council endorsed the RPRC Terms of Reference.  These set out the operational matters

relating to the committee.  The first order of business for the RPRC is to discuss and confirm the Terms of
Reference, and clarify any matters relating to Standing Orders.

Staff Recommendation: 

1. That the report ‘Establishment of Regional Plan Review Committee’ (Regional Plan Review Committee
21 May 2019) be received.

2. That the Terms of Reference for the Regional Plan Review Committee are confirmed (Attachment 1).

Background 
3. On 28 February 2019, Council endorsed the RPRC Terms of Reference, these set out the operational

matters relating to the committee as a committee of Council.  The Terms of Reference are in Attachment
1.

Confirmation 
4. The Terms of Reference were developed with input and review including legal review, review from

democracy services staff, initial feedback from iwi represented on the RPRC, and feedback from elected
members at the public council meeting of 28 February.  Some of the feedback received was unable to be
incorporated for reasons of the scope of the RPRC and/or scope of the regional plan review.  Note that the
scope of the RPRC is proposed to be limited to regional plans only, and excludes changes to the Regional
Policy Statement.

5. Consultation with some iwi on the Terms of Reference is on-going, and any additional feedback received
after preparing this report will be presented at the Committee meeting.

6. Staff consider the Terms of Reference provide a sound operational basis for the Committee, recognise
representation, appropriately provide for iwi governance input, and align with the roles and functions of
the RPRC in undertaking the statutory review of the Council Regional plans.  Subject to any additional
amendments that the Committee might recommend, staff commend the terms of reference to the RPRC
for confirmation and recommendation to Council for final approval.
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7. In the event that members agree on any further amendments to the Terms of Reference, these
amendments will need to be recommended back to full council, from this Committee, for consideration
and final approval.

Assessment of Significance 
8. Having regard to the decision making provisions in the LGA 2002 and Councils Significance Policy, a decision

in accordance with the recommendations is not considered to have a high degree of significance.

Legislative context 
9. This report and recommendations take into account the relevant legislation, including the resource

Management Act, Local Government Act, Treaty Settlement Acts and associated Joint Management
Agreements.

Policy Considerations 
10. To the best of the writer’s knowledge, this decision is not significantly inconsistent with nor is anticipated

to have consequences that will be significantly inconsistent with any policy adopted by this local authority
or any plan required by the Local Government Act 2002 or any other enactment.

Conclusion 
11. This report commends the Terms of reference to the RPRC for confirmation, in order for the Committee

to begin their operational decision making.

Attachments 
Í. Regional Plan Review Committee Terms of Reference (Doc # 13526836). 
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Attachment 1:  Regional Plan Review Committee Terms of Reference (Doc # 13526836) 

Terms of Reference Regional Plan Review Committee 2016-2019 triennium 

Status: Approved at Council meeting 28 February 2019. Refer master document, Terms of Reference for all 
Council Committees (Doc # 8781464). 

REPORTING TO: Waikato Regional Council 

CONSTITUTION: 

- Six (6) Councillors, including the Council Chair (ex-officio with full voting rights), one of 
whom shall be the chair of the Committee

- Six (6) representatives, one (1) from each:
o Te Arawa River Iwi Trust
o Tūwharetoa Maori Trust Board
o Raukawa Charitable Trust
o Maniapoto Māori Trust Board
o Waikato Raupatu River Trust
o Pare Hauraki (Hauraki Collective).

Iwi representatives are to be nominated by the relevant iwi and appointed by Council.  Iwi 
representatives need not be Trustees.  

DURATION 
Up until the point of public notification of the last plan change relating to the review of the 
Operative Waikato Regional Plan and Operative regional Coastal Plan.  

QUORUM: Six (6) made up of three (3) Councillors and three (3) Iwi representatives. 

ALTERNATES 

- Council may appoint two (2) Councillor alternate members
- Iwi may each nominate one alternate person to be appointed by Council as an alternate 

member for that iwi’s representative
- Alternates may attend where the appointed Committee member is incapacitated or 

unavailable
- Alternate members shall be fully briefed by the relevant appointed Committee member
- The alternate members shall have full voting rights in the absence of the member they 

are representing.
- To ensure continuity, the named alternate will provide alternate representation for the 

full term of the appointed Committee member
- The named alternate may be replaced (in the same manner as for their original 

appointment) if they are incapacitated to the extent they are unable to attend as an 
alternate

- Note: this does not affect Council’s power in Schedule 7 Clause 31(1) to discharge 
committee members.

MEETING 
FREQUENCY: 

Bi-monthly or as required. 

OBJECTIVE: 
To provide governance oversight of the review the Operative Waikato Regional Coastal Plan 
and Operative Waikato Regional and to recommend plan changes to Council for notification 
in accordance with clause 5 of Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act 1991. 
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SCOPE OF ACTIVITY: 

The scope of the Committee is limited to: 
1. Review of the Operative Waikato Regional Coastal Plan and Operative Waikato Regional Plan change(s),

up to the point of recommendation to notify plan change(s) to Council.
2. Consideration and recommendation to Council for acceptance of s32 Resource Management Act

evaluation report(s) in support of changes to the regional plans.
3. Ensure that legislative obligations and limitations including national directions relating to the review are

taken into account and complied with.

Out of Scope 
4. To avoid doubt, the scope of the committee does not include (amongst other matters):

a. Matters relating to Plan Change 1, Healthy Rivers Wai Ora plan change relating to the Waikato
and Waipa Rivers.

b. Matters affecting Taupō Waters, as defined in the Tūwharetoa-WRC Joint Management
Agreement.

Note 

 The scope of “matters affecting Taupō Waters” shall be determined by Council.

 Plan review “matters affecting Taupō Waters” will be deferred by the Plan Review Committee
to the Tūwharetoa-WRC co-governance committee.

c. Any part of the RMA process past the point of public notification of each particular topic, plan
change, phase, or package of reviewed provisions.

d. Approval of plans and plan changes. (Approval of matters falling within the Coastal Marine Area
rests with the Minister of Conservation.  Approval of all other plan review matters rests with full
Council).

e. Operational, management or project decisions relating to the day–to-day project management of
the plan review process, including operational time, scope and budget.

f. Matters relating to Treaty Settlement negotiations.

g. Transfer of powers in respect of s33 of the Resource Management Act 1991.

POWER TO ACT: 

5. The committee is empowered to:
a. Receive reports and presentations on the matters set out in the Scope of Activity.
b. Establish Plan Review Working Group(s) on a case by case basis, if required, and determine meeting

frequency of the working groups, and membership (refer Appendix 1 for template Terms of
Reference).

POWER TO RECOMMEND: 

6. The committee is empowered to recommend to Council, changes to the operative Waikato Regional
Coastal Plan and Waikato Regional Plan.

PROCEDURAL PRINCIPLES: 

7. Council Standing Orders apply to this Committee.
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8. Pursuant to s18A of the Resource Management Act 1991, the committee shall take all practicable steps
to:
a. use timely, efficient, consistent and cost-effective process that are proportionate to the functions

or powers being performed or exercised;
b. ensure that regional plan changes

i. include only those matters relevant to the purpose of the Resource Management Act;
ii. are worded in a way that is clear and concise

9. These Terms of reference do not preclude iwi representatives from seeking direction from their Boards,
or having discussions on topics of interest direct with Council, subject to the normal rules regarding
conflicts of interest.

10. Committee members will maintain the confidentiality of any confidential information coming before the
committee (i.e. confidential reports and/or matters discussed at any “public excluded” meetings).

COSTS: 

11. The cost of providing representatives on the Committee will lie where they fall, with each representative
agency bearing the costs of appointment of their member(s).

DISPUTE RESOLUTION: 

12. Decision making is exercised by the majority of members of the meeting.

13. In the event that the Committee is unable to resolve any matter relating to their purpose or functions,
then the Chair will endeavour to resolve the matter.

14. In the case of an equality of votes, the chair or person presiding at the meeting has a casting vote. The
Chair or person presiding at the meeting may determine to either use their casting vote or recommend
the matter to Council for a decision.
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Plan Review Working Group(s) Terms of Reference 

Purpose and scope: 

a. The scope of the Plan Review Working Group is limited solely to plan review content and does not
include any process or project management considerations.

b. The purpose of the Plan Review Working Group is to:
i. Review and consider plan review draft content and supporting section 32 analysis
ii. Receive and consider technical aspects, including technical reports, on specific plan review

topics
iii. Ensure that legislative obligations and limitations, statutory obligations and limitations, and

national directions relating to the review are taken into account and complied with
iv. Consider draft plan changes in a full and frank forum that facilitates open discussion

between governors and staff.

Membership: 

a. Members:
- As determined by the Plan Review Committee

b. Staff and/or Contracted Technical advisors:
- As needed

c. Chair: As needed 

d. Facilitator: As needed 

Powers: 

a. Review and recommend amendments to draft content

b. Receive and consider technical reports including section 32 RMA evaluation report(s)

c. Recommend draft content to the Plan Review Committee.

Decision making process: 

a. Strive for consensus

b. Where consensus cannot be reached the Plan Review Working Group will recommend options to
the Plan Review Committee for a decision, with a preferred option identified based on majority
preference.

Meetings: 

Meeting frequency as required and determined by the Plan Review Committee.  Meetings will be hosted 
by WRC at WRC premises or other premises as agreed. 
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Structure and Decision Diagram 

Approvals of proposed Changes to notify

Decisions on Submissions

- Minister of Conservation (approval of changes
within the Coastal Marine Area)

- Council (approval of changes other than Coastal
marine Area parts)

Recommend to Council Proposed Plan 
Recommendations on Content

Plan Review Committee

Tuwharetoa-WRC Co-governance Committee 
for matters affecting Taupo Waters

Review and Recommend Draft Plan 
Content  

Plan Review Working Group(s) 

Glossary 

a. Draft, means plan provisions that are in draft form and not yet approved for public notification.

b. Proposed, under the RMA means plan provisions and plan change(s) which are proposed or
approved for public notification, or which have been publicly notified.

c. Operative, under the RMA means provisions which have been through Resource Management
Act first schedule consultation process, are beyond appeal, and are either deemed operative
or have been approved as operative.

d. Decision, means a decision under delegated authority or in accordance with the Resource
Management Act.

e. Approval, means approval in accordance with the Resource Management Act.

f. Recommendation, means a recommendation for a decision or approval.
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Report to Regional Plan Review Committee 

Date: 8 May 2019 

Author:  Tony Quickfall, Manager Policy 

Authoriser: Tracey May, Director Science and Strategy 

Subject: National direction, National planning standards, and ePlan update 

Section: A (Committee has delegated authority to make decision) 

Purpose 
1. To update the Committee on the government’s National Directions, National Planning Standards and the

separate Waikato Regional Council (WRC) ePlan project, and how these matters will integrate and
influence with the Healthy Environments project.

Executive Summary 
National Direction 
2. The Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) makes provision for the Government to develop a suite of

national direction.  These include National Policy Statements, National Environmental Standards,
regulations, and National Planning Standards.  Government has indicated 2019 is the “year of delivery”
and have developed a suite of national directions that will come into force or come out for consultation
during the middle part of 2019.  Some if these will require changes to, or impact on, the development of
regional plans.  The Healthy Environments project provides for this by responding as needed to any
national direction and adjusting the project accordingly.

National Planning Standards 
3. These standards may direct regional, district and unitary councils around the form and content of Regional

policy statements, regional plans, unitary plans and district plans. The government has been developing
the first National Planning Standards, were gazetted in April 2019.  This first set of standards will set out
the structure and format for regional policy statements and regional plans.  Regional planning documents
must be amended in accordance with the National Planning Standards without using a public consultation
process. However there will be minimal change to plan content, likely to be limited to some new
mandatory definitions.

ePlans 
4. One of the new national planning standards will relate to “ePlans”.  These are online or electronic versions

of RMA plans.  WRC has procured ePlan software and has started a separate project to convert the current
online operative regional plans into a new ePlan, expected to go-live in September/October 2019.

Staff Recommendation: 
That the report ‘National direction, National Planning Standards, and ePlan update’ (Regional Plan Review 
Committee – 21 May 2019) be received. 
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Background 
5. The RMA provides for the setting of national direction, in the form of regulations, National Policy

Statements and National Environmental Standards.  The previous government established a programme
to roll out a set of national direction, which the current government has committed to.  In addition to this
national direction, the Government has also signalled a reform of the RMA, and new Zero Carbon
legislation, and new Urban Development legislation.  The current set of national direction and indicative
timeframes is shown in Attachment 1.

6. The RMA was amended in 2017, with one of the amendments being to introduce National Planning
Standards.  The purpose of the National Planning Standard is to improve consistency in plan and policy
statement structure, format and content.  The standards, issued by the Minister for the Environment,
support implementation of other national direction such as national policy statements and help with
compliance on the procedural principles of the RMA. The Minister of Conservation approves a planning
standard relating to the Coastal Marine Area.

7. The government has had feedback that currently, plans and policy statements prepared under the RMA
are inconsistent with each other and are slow and costly to prepare. For users of the plans, the plans can
be hard to understand, compare and comply with. This is because councils have generally developed their
plans and policy statements independently of each other and without a common structure and format as
a reference point. The wide variation in the structure and format of plans has also meant that other
national direction such as national policy statements are often interpreted and implemented in different
ways, thereby reducing the effectiveness of these instruments.

8. Government’s Rules Reduction Taskforce found that plans and policy statements are complex to the
extent that people at all levels need specialist knowledge and experience to understand their provisions.
For more information see the taskforce’s report: The loopy rules report: New Zealanders tell their stories
- executive summary (Department of Internal Affairs website). The National Planning Standards are
intended to standardise the basic elements of RMA plans and policy statements. They enable councils and
plan users to focus their resources on the matters that directly influence resource management
outcomes.

9. Under section 58C of the RMA, National Planning Standards can specify different elements of plans and
policy statements including:

 objectives

 policies

 methods (including rules)

 other provisions

 structure and form

 requirements that relate to electronic accessibility and functionality.

10. They can be applied generally, to specific regions or districts or to other parts of New Zealand. The RMA
specifies default timeframes for the implementation of ‘mandatory’ directions (which do not follow an
RMA Schedule 1 consultation process).  Alternative timeframes can also be set in the standards.
Timeframes for ‘discretionary’ directions can be specified in the planning standard and must be applied
to the local context using an RMA Schedule 1 process.

11. This first set of planning standards includes minimum functionality for “ePlans” – an online version of RMA
plans.

Implementing National Direction 
12. Council staff are gearing up for responding to national direction and some of this direction may specify

implementation deadlines while others may specify discretionary timeframes (e.g. as soon as practicable).
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13. All of the National Direction, RMA reform, Zero Carbon legislation and Urban Design legislation will impact
on the regional plan review, often in ways that won’t become apparent until the direction is finally in force
(gazetted).   Staff are aware of broad issues and have programmed to incorporate these into the regional
plan review. However there is so much uncertainty around timeframes and impact of the national
direction that it would be counter-productive for the plan review to be delayed until the National
Direction programme is completed.  Delaying the regional plan review would involve significant risk for
the effectiveness of plan rules, management of the region’s resources, and reputational risk for WRC.  For
these reasons, the plan review project has provided for national direction through project management
disciplines, with the ability to adjust project time and scope to respond to and implementation.

Implementing National Planning Standards and ePlan 
14. The government gazetted the National Planning Standards in April 2019.  It is expected there will be a five

year timeframe to implement the new National Planning Standards.  These standards will fundamentally
change the look, feel and function of the existing coastal plan and regional plan.

15. WRC’s review of its regional plan provides a timely opportunity to implementing the National Planning
Standards as part of that process.  Accordingly, we are currently working to implement the National
Planning Standards for the regional plans as part of the conversion to new ePlan software. Council has
procured “isoplan” as our ePlan platform and has a project to migrate the existing operative regional plans
into an ePlan platform. This platform is map-based, and experience of other councils who already use
isoplan is that it will provide a much improved experience for plan users, plan implementers, and plan
writers.  One example of the enhanced functionality of an ePlan is in the link in Attachment 2. ePlans will
continue to be available in hard copy, either through customer printing in PDF format, or Council printing
on request.

16. In this way, the Healthy Environments project provides for the integration of the National Planning
Standards and the new ePlan platform simultaneously.

Stage 1:  Migrating the existing operative regional plans into isoplan ePlan platform, based on the new 
National Planning Standards.   
 Migration of existing plan content into the new standards
 No change to content unless this is mandated by the standards
 Go-live for new platform is scheduled for around September/October 2019.

Stage 2: Amending and changing the existing/operative plans with plan changes as part of the Healthy 
Environments plan review project. 
 Once we have migrated the existing operative plans into the ePlan, we will use the new ePlan platform

to:
- make changes to the existing operative plans
- publicly notify the plan changes
- manage public submissions
- making and tracking plan changes through the hearings and appeals processes
- report from the new ePlan platform.

Conclusion 
17. The combination of Government’s National Direction, National Planning Standards and migration to ePlan

will be integrated into the regional plan review.  The convergent timeframes for the plan review, national
direction and ePlans, means there is opportunity to merge several processes into one.  This opportunity
should provide for greater efficiency of process, better integration across the different workstreams, and
set the project up well for making changes using the new ePlan platform and National Planning Standards
without the need for additional projects to be established and resourced.
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Attachments 
1. List of key National Directions
2. Links to an ePlan platform similar to the one WRC has adopted.
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Attachment 1: List of key National Directions 

NPS – National Policy Statement  
NES – National Environmental Standard 

Notes: 

 Timeframes as at the date if this report, and indicative only

 Subject to change

 Excludes pre-consultation drafts and implementation of gazetted direction.

http://www.mfe.govt.nz/rma/rma-legislative-tools/priorities-national-direction/ 

What Stage When (indicative 2019) 

NPS Urban Consultation May-August 

NPS productive soils Consultation May-August 

National Planning Standards Implementation May onwards 

RMA amendment Bill Consultation May/June 

NES Air Quality Consultation (amendments) May/June 

NES Plantation Forest Review May/June 

Zero Carbon Bill Consultation May/June 

NPS Biodiversity Consultation July-September 

NPS Freshwater Consultation (amendments) July-September 

NES freshwater Consultation July-September 

Freshwater allocation Consultation July- September 
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Attachment 2:  Links to an ePlan platform similar to the one WRC has adopted 

Marlborough District Council ePlan 
https://www.marlborough.govt.nz/your-council/resource-management-policy-and-plans/e-plan/?ed-step=1 

Notes: 
1. This ePlan uses the same ePlan software procured by WRC
2. Marlborough is a unitary council so the ePlan includes both regional and district council functions
3. The Marlborough ePlan functionality and search engine will be similar to that of the WRC ePlan
4. The Marlborough ePlan “look and feel” will need to be amended to change to the National Planning

Standards.
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Doc # 13917214 Page 1 

Report to Regional Plan Review Committee 

Date: 8 May 2019 

Author:  Mark Foreman, Team Leader Land and Coast Policy 

Authoriser: Tracey May, Director Science and Strategy 

Subject: Introduction to plan review topics 

Section: A (Committee has delegated authority to make decision) 

Purpose 
1. To inform the Regional Plan Review Committee about the topics based approach to the review of the

regional plan and regional coastal plan and to introduce the topics that will be considered in Phase 1 and
in Phase 2 of the review.

Executive Summary 
2. The Healthy Environments project provides for a phased approach to the review of the regional plan and

regional coastal plan. Phase 1 of the review consists of topics required for the review of the regional
coastal plan, and Chapter 3.10 of the regional plan, and Phase 2 those topics that are mainly related to
the review of the regional plan.

3. A list of Phase 1 and Phase 2 topics is provided for the information of the Regional Plan Review
Committee. Engagement on Phase1 topics will take place throughout 2019/20 and for Phase 2 topics
throughout 2020 through to 2022.

4. The documents that will be prepared to assist the community in providing feedback are discussed in the
Regional Plan Review Committee paper – ‘Healthy Environments Engagement approach and overview
(Doc # 13987599).

Staff Recommendation: 
That the report ‘Introduction to plan review topics’ (Regional Plan Review Committee – 21 May 2019) be 
received. 

Background 
5. In order to maximise the efficient use of resources, smooth the rates impact, and to reflect current

capacity, the Healthy Environments project provides for a phased approach to the review of the regional
plan and regional coastal plan. This phase approach was confirmed in the 2015 and 2018 Long Term Plan
budgets.

6. Phase 1 of the review consists of topics required for the review of the regional coastal plan, and Chapter
3.10 of the regional plan, and Phase 2 those topics that are mainly related to the review of the regional
plan.
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Doc # 13917214 Page 2 

Phase 1 and Phase 2 Topics 
7. Community engagement on the review of the regional plan and regional coastal plan will be on a topic

(or chapter) basis. These topics relate directly to ‘modules’ (chapters) of the current regional or coastal
plan. There are a number of topics that are either contained within different chapters in the plan or are
potentially contentious and would benefit from targeted community engagement.

8. Community engagement on Phase 1 topics will take place throughout 2019/20. It is intended to formally
notify amendments as plan changes (under Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act) in the first half
of 2021.

9. The plan review process to date has been focused on Phase 1 topics and project team members have
been assigned as ‘topic leads’.

10. It is scheduled to undertake community engagement on Phase 2 topics throughout 2020 through to 2022.
Phase 2 notification is planned for the first half of 2023.

11. The following table identifies the various Phase 1 and Phase 2 topics, as they current stand.  The project
has a process for prioritisation of topics (refer Attachment 1), with a change request process to change
this priority.

Phase 1 topics/chapters Phase 2 topics/chapters 

Tangata Whenua 

Coastal natural character and landscape Terrestrial natural character and landscapes 

Coastal water quality Discharges to water 

Coastal structures Damming and diverting 

Disturbance of the foreshore and seabed River and lake bed structures 

Coastal open space and public access River and lake bed disturbance 

Occupation charges Non-point source discharges 

Coastal natural hazards Land natural hazards 

Coastal biodiversity Surface groundwater interactions 

Coastal biosecurity Terrestrial biosecurity 

Coastal historic heritage Terrestrial biodiversity 

Aquaculture Terrestrial historic heritage 

Mangroves Terrestrial outstanding waterbodies 

Lake Taupō waters Wetlands 

Built environment 

Earthworks and erosion 

Vegetation clearance 

Drilling and bores 

Contaminated land 

Soil protection (peat, high value soils) 

Land drainage 

Establishment of FMU’s 

Geothermal 

Air discharges 

Water takes 

Built environment, infrastructure and energy 

Waihou Piako Coromandel catchments plan change 

Water West Coast 
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12. The documents that will be prepared to assist the community in providing feedback are discussed in the
companion Regional Plan Review Committee paper – ‘Healthy Environments Engagement Update’.

Next Steps 
13. Links to copies of the Stage 1 engagement documents will be circulated to Committee members, Co-

Governance Committees and councillors prior to engagement commencing.

14. Staff anticipate Stage 1 initial engagement to commence in June/July.

Attachments 
Í. Criteria for topic prioritisation criteria 
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Attachment One: Criteria for topic prioritisation (Doc # 4104525) 

Criteria Driver Approach Importance 

Regional Policy Statement priorities Legislation (RMA ss30, 65-71) “must give effect to” 1 

Treaty Settlement Legislation “must give effect to” 1 

National Direction, RMA, NES, NPS, V&S Legislation “must give effect to” 1 

Highest and biggest need for regional issues: 

 Geographical scope (local, sub-regional or regional)

 Communities affected (few, some, or many)

 Environmental risk of doing nothing (low, med, or high)

 Environmental sensitivity (low, med, or high)

 Economic risk of doing nothing (low, med, or high)

 Political interest (low, med, or high)

Political 
Effectiveness 
Social 
Environmental 

Key drivers, based on highest risk 2 

Iwi management plans Legislation “must take into account” 3 

Effectiveness of current provisions (s35) Legislation “effective and efficient” 3 

Stakeholder/plan user feedback Social Key content input 4 

WRC strategic direction, organisational priorities, non-statutory plans Political “align with” 5 

Integration with other parts of the plan Legislation “consistent with” 6 

Availability of existing science, data, information priorities Project Process input 7 

Other work programmes/pre-requisites Project Process input 7 

Low hanging fruit, simple or single issue topics Project Low level process input 8 

Regional Integration with TAs and other regions Legislation Align with other RCs where possible.  TAs 
must align with RC 

8 
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Report to Regional Plan Review Committee 

Date: 8 May 2019 

Author:  Amomai Pihama, Engagement and Communications Lead 

Authoriser: Tracey May, Director Science and Strategy 

Subject: Healthy Environments|He Taiao Mauriora – Engagement approach and overview 

Section: A (Committee has delegated authority to make decision) 

Purpose 
1. The purpose of this report is to:

 Brief committee members on the engagement approach to Healthy Environments – He Taiao Mauriora
(Regional Plan and Regional Coastal Plan Review)

 Enable committee members to better understand engagement for this project so they can respond to
any constituent or registry queries

 Provide an overview of our approach, key legislation and engagement principles

 Provide a forum for questions and input.

Executive Summary 
2. Engagement is a critical part of the Healthy Environments project.  Council has endorsed the formation of

the Regional Plan Review Committee which comprises of six council nominated representatives and a
representative each from the River Settlement Joint Management Agreement (JMA) iwi and Hauraki.
Council has also endorsed and funded a “do necessary” engagement approach through the LTP.

3. Engagement is identified as a high risk area, in terms of managing the competing expectations from
different parties around the plan review (process and content). Key messages throughout the engagement
will be:

 “Work within limits” as set through the project budget and resourcing

 While we strive for consensus we recognise that any Resource Management Act (RMA) plan process
is not about achieving consensus, but developing policies for the best regional outcome

 There will be opportunity to formally test content through statutory processes.

Staff Recommendation: 
That the report ‘Healthy Environments|He Taiao Mauriora – Engagement approach and overview’ (Regional 
Plan Review Committee – 21 May 2019) be received. 

Engagement Approach 
4. Resourcing, funding and sizing for any project revolves around a spectrum ranging from minimal resourcing

to maximum resourcing. The spectrum is described as follows:
a. “Do minimum” - just undertake statutory minimums and no more
b. “Do necessary” – undertake the most appropriate mix of best practice, affordability and best policy

outcomes
c. “Do most” – undertake extensive engagement and resourcing (including collaboration).
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5. Lessons learned from Plan Change 1, Sea Change and other national processes are that full collaborative
processes (“do most”) involve significant cost and time demands for councils, stakeholders and iwi.  There
is also experience that the focus on achieving consensus decision-making can sometimes come at the
expense of good policy outcomes.

6. For a statutory, all-of-region, and all-of-topic project like the review of regional plans, Council has signalled
through previous long term plans that a fully collaborative process “do most” would be unsustainable and
unaffordable.  This is supported by this project being a review of existing plans, rather than a blank page
exercise. It is noted that budgets confirmed through the LTP process have not provided for a full
collaborative process for all plan review topics.

7. On this spectrum, the 2015 and 2018 LTPs confirmed funding and sizing of Healthy Environments around
“do necessary”.  Under “do necessary” engagement:

 All statutory minimums will be met

 The council’s “IAP2” framework will be applied with some engagement to be extended beyond
statutory minimum on specific topics, with specific groups, on a case by case basis

 Engagement across the project will largely take the form of stakeholder consultation or involvement.

 While some individual review topics be collaborative, they are not being called “collaboration”,
because of the mixed understandings and expectations that are associated with collaborative
processes

 Hence the term “engagement” has been adopted for Healthy Environments because it better describes
what we will do and covers all different forms of engagement, it does not marry the project to one
particular type – rather enabling a more agile approach.

Legislation 
8. The review process will involve publicly notifying plan changes to the operative regional plans.  These will

be notified either as a package of individual plan changes, or one plan change for multiple topics.

9. Being an RMA process, various legislative requirements apply to the engagement processes, before public
notification of plan changes and then a prescribed legal process to follow after public notification.  In
practical terms there are two distinct engagement stages during the review process:

 Pre-notification
a. The period before plan changes are publicly notified where engagement influences plan

development
b. Pre-notification engagement will be targeted to impacted communities which have an interest

greater than the general public, and to specific stakeholders.

 Post-notification
a. The period from the date of public notification of plan changes.
b. From the date of public notification, any person or member of the public may submit on the

proposed changes.
c. Submissions are formally received, summarised, heard by a hearings panel, and decisions

made.

10. Changes to the RMA, National Direction and treaty legislation will all impact the project and will require
us to adapt as any new legislative changes are implemented.
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WRC Policies 
11. The review process will be aligned to council’s engagement approach.  The following WRC policies and

strategies influence engagement approach methods:

 Significance and Engagement Policy

 Customer promise

 WRC Stakeholder Engagement Strategy

 Māori Partnerships Approach

 Māori Engagement Framework.

12. If there are conflicting positions between these documents then the Resource Management Act will
prevail.

Engagement Principles 
13. There are a number of principles which will underline the engagement approach.  The key  foundation

principles underlying all engagement are:

 The “IAP2” framework and stakeholder mapping (inform, consult, involve, collaborate, empower)

 Engagement that is efficient, affordable and effective

 Focussed, Inclusive and Targeted engagement (FIT)

 Council led, with iwi and stakeholder involvement.

14. High expectations around engagement have been identified as a project risk.  We anticipate significant
pressure from some groups to prioritise and undertake more extensive engagement on some topics of
most interest to them.  We expect these requests would exceed the available staff resources and project
budget.  Viewed across the entire project, this could lead to considerable budget over-spend and perceived
failure to meet the expectations of stakeholders.

15. Expectation management will therefore be critical to ensure that:

 The project budget for engagement does not incrementally “creep”

 Stakeholders are well informed of the different range of opportunities to engage and the process, and
the engagement constraints

 Expectations around engagement are well managed, via communications and information on the
website.

Iwi engagement 
16. Iwi engagement has been mapped within the general engagement schedule and is consistent with our

statutory obligations under the Local Government Act (LGA), RMA and Treaty Settlement legislation. Mana
whenua iwi will inform the review at every stage of the process and six iwi groups (broadly representing
the iwi of the region) will have one representative each on the committee. These six iwi groups have
previously stated that they will work with Council to assist with the engagement of their affiliates. Staff are
currently in the process of having discussions with Iwi staff in respect to this engagement.

What we will be engaging on 
17. As part of our engagement approach we will:

 Provide opportunities for communities most affected by changes to participate in informing any
changes

 Engage stakeholders so they have the opportunity to be heard and contribute to solutions

 Be clear and consistent about WRC’s role in the plan review process

 Be clear on the statutory processes undertaken

 Publically notify approved plan changes and follow the statutory process.
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ENGAGEMENT SCHEDULE 

ISSUES (Inclusive) 

Issues discussion document May 2019 

First RPRC meeting May 2019 

Discovery Engagement June to Oct 2019 

RPRC meeting August 2019 

OPTIONS (Targeted) 

Options discussion document Oct 2019 to Feb 2020 

Engagement/consultation March to June 2020 

Draft Plan content to RPRC August 2020 

TESTING (Focussed) 

Engagement/testing September to October 2020 

Technical review November 2020 to February 2021 

Notification May 2021 

Submissions and Hearings July 2021 

Stage 1 Issues engagement - ‘Discovery’ 
18. Given the varying levels of understanding of iwi Māori, stakeholders and impacted communities about the

review of the Regional Coastal Plan, the Lake Taupō chapter of the Regional Plan and all its contents, a
range of engagement tools will be produced.

 A discussion paper will be the primary document used to seek feedback, and will consist of a summary
of each of the topics, the legislative drivers and the issues that have been identified in the Regional
Coastal Plan and the Lake Taupō chapter of the Regional Plan. It is intended this will be the main
resource to inform community members and stakeholders.

 There will be a range of support documents and web based tools that will drop out of the discussion
paper.

19. Stage 1 Issues engagement will be inclusive in that it extends its reach to all impacted communities in the
region, as well as Iwi partners and stakeholder groups. We will seek to do this by running a series of
workshops and specific engagements throughout the region.

20. Stakeholder (including industry groups), iwi entities and organisations will also be briefed so they can
inform their members and provide feedback.

21. Copies of the above documents will be provided to the Regional Plan Review Committee and Waikato
Regional Council for their information prior to engagement commencing.

Stage 2 Options engagement – ‘Targeted’ 
22. Stage 2 options engagement will consist of seeking views on options or preferred options that have been

developed as a result of Stage 1 feedback.
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23. Engagement for this stage will be targeted to impacted communities.  It is expected that it will be mainly
interested parties (from Stage 1 engagement) and stakeholder groups who will be providing feedback.
Direct approaches will be made to stakeholder and industry groups and Iwi partners.

24. Feedback received through Stage 2 engagement will be collated and a report will be made publically
available.

Stage 3 Testing – ‘Focussed’ 
25. Stage 3 testing will consist of seeking technical feedback, if and as needed, from selected key stakeholders

with the necessary skills and capacity, including WRC implementation staff.  If testing is undertaken we
expect to provide proposed drafts of amended provisions, for technical feedback.

Plan Change notification 
26. Following the three stage feedback processes, the draft plan change(s) will be provided to the Regional

Plan Review Committee for a briefing on the changes, then for recommendation to the Waikato Regional
Council for endorsement. During plan change development, the Regional Plan Review Committee and Co-
Governance Committees will be briefed on content.

27. Following council approval of the plan change(s), they will be notified for submissions in accordance with
Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act.

Next Steps 
28. Links to copies of the Stage 1 engagement documents will be circulated to Committee members, Co-

Governance Committees and councillors prior to engagement commencing.

29. Staff anticipate Stage 1 initial engagement to commence in June/July.

Assessment of Significance 
30. Having regard to the decision making provisions in the LGA 2002 and Councils Significance Policy, a decision

in accordance with the recommendations is not considered to have a high degree of significance.

Legislative context 
31. This report and recommendations take into account the relevant legislation, including the Resource

Management Act 1991, Local Government Act 2002, and Treaty Settlement legislation.

Policy Considerations 
32. To the best of the writer’s knowledge, this decision is not significantly inconsistent with nor is anticipated

to have consequences that will be significantly inconsistent with any policy adopted by this local authority
or any plan required by the Local Government Act 2002 or any other enactment.

Conclusion 
33. This report summarises and outlines the Healthy Environments engagement approach.

Attachments 
1. Pre-notification engagement approach
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Attachment 1:  Pre-notification engagement approach 

Target audience Inform 
We will keep you informed. 

Consult 
We will keep you informed, 
listen to and acknowledge 
concerns and aspirations, 
and provide feedback on 
how public input influenced 
the decision. We will seek 
your feedback on drafts and 
proposals. 

Involve 
We will work with you to 
ensure that your concerns 
and aspirations are directly 
reflected in the alternatives 
developed and provide 
feedback on how public 
input influenced the 
decision. 

Collaborate 
We will work together with 
you to formulate solutions 
and incorporate your advice 
and recommendations into 
the decisions to the 
maximum extent possible. 

Empower 
We will implement what you 
decide. 

Decision makers: Council (Regional Plan) and 
Minister for Conservation (Coastal Plan) 

Matters relating to Taupō Waters (Regional Plan 
Review Committee and Tuwharetoa-WRC Joint 
Management Committee) 

Co-Governance Committees 

Key stakeholders 

Central government 

Iwi 

Hapū and marae 

Iwi authorities 

Customary Marine Title Groups 

Other Māori entities 

Waikato Regional Management Committees 

Local government 

Industry 

Community 

Internal 

Engagement methods 

 WRC web portal

 web updates via
subscription

 email/ letter

 workshops

 email/ letter

 one on one 
meetings 

 email/ letter

 report and 
recommend

 report and resolve

Note: All engagement from the date of public notification will be “Consult”. 
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